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Rev. Karsten Voskuil, on Job, Vulnerability, and Daring Greatly     
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10/25/2015 

22nd Sunday after Pentecost (year b)  

 

Job 42       

 

One of the books I brought down to our recent vacation in Mexico was Brene Brown’s 

“Daring Greatly.” 

Brown took the title of her book from a speech Teddy Roosevelt gave at the Sorbonne 

in 1910. 

Teddy, a committed member of the Reformed Church in America, had plenty of 

rhetorical gifts and wasn’t timid in using them. 

Here is part of Teddy’s speech officially titled, “Citizenship in the Republic” but you 

might also know it as “Man in the Arena.” 

It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, 

or where the doer of deeds could have done them better.  The credit belongs to the man 

who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who 

strives valiantly, who errs, who comes short again and again… who at the best knows in 

the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails 

while daring greatly.   

I haven’t finished the book but understand Brown’s basic project as a practitioner and 

researcher in vulnerability as that of exhorting the necessary work of putting ourselves 

out there-- of daring greatly;  

of loving fully,  

of living deeply;  

of being present, connected, and engaged.   

Her phrase to capture all of this is wholehearted living.  

Interesting enough, it was an episode from a NFL show on the airplane back from my 

vacation in Mexico where Brown’s theory really struck home. 

The show described the journey of Chris and Stefanie Spielman. 
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Even as a Michigan fan, I loved watching Ohio State alum Spielman play linebacker 

back in the earlier 90s. 

He was an old school through and through-- a Dick Butkus, Ray Nitschke type, if you 

will. 

His face always looked like this-- maybe, worse. 

He lived for football-- he died for football. 

That is, until his wife, Stefanie, was diagnosed with breast cancer. 

Over the span of ten some years and five recurrences, the two Spielmans decided to 

battle the cancer with every ounce of their being. 

Instead of waiting to die, they eagerly embraced each opportunity to live. 

In doing so, they also raised millions of dollars for cancer research and had additional 

children in the midst of all the treatments. 

In the most powerful scene from the show, Stefanie asks to get out of her wheelchair so 

that she could walk the the final part of a fundraising race. 

Weak, tired, and nearing the end of her life at the age of 42, she still refused to bow 

down to death-- instead, in a scene that will remain sketched into my memory, Stefanie 

gets up and walks, arm-in-arm, with her teenage daughter and husband all the way 

through the finish line. 

Some of you have been part of these types of awesome moments. 

--Resiliency in the face of hardship. 

--Integrity in the heart of tragedy. 

--Dignity and courage in the very jaws of devastation. 

The credit belongs to the woman who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by 

dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly, who errs, who comes short again and 

again… who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at 

the worst, if she fails, at least fails while daring greatly. 

---- 

I’ll admit, it is difficult to fully know what to do with this ending to Job. 

The problem of evil isn’t really solved.  The pleas for justice aren’t really satisfied. 

As Eric preached last week, God’s response to Job’s lament doesn’t really ooze with 

pastoral care. 
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Even more, after much of this story critiques the notion of retributive justice-- that God 

rewards the good and damns the bad-- God seems to do just this, rewarding Job’s 

faithfulness with more children and more wealth. 

Twice the wealth according to verse 10. 

---- 

So, in the end, if you were hoping for some simplified theological summary of Job 

today or a conclusion with a feel good Disney ending, you’re going to be 

disappointed. 

Sure, as verse 17 puts it, Job died, “old and full of days” -- but I’ll contend that he 

grieved the loss of his children and the pain of those around him until he breathed his 

last. 

--There is no replacement for dead children. 

--There is no quick healing of past trauma. 

--There is no sudden amnesia for the kind suffering that finds you scraping skin boils 

with broken pottery while sitting upon an ash heap. 

---- 

Before leaving for Mexico last week, I had lunch with a past colleague and good friend, 

Katrina Schaafsma. 

Some of you might remember that Katrina preached for my installation service 2 years 

ago from this pulpit. 

My friend is now in a PhD program at Duke in Old Testament studies-- specifically 

studying under Ellen Davis, a very gifted Old Testament scholar who lectured at 

Western Seminary not too long ago. 

Davis looks at this story of Job, especially the ending, and asks whether we can still 

love what we cannot necessarily control. 

This is a primary question for not just this story, but for life and faith in general: Can we 

love what we cannot ultimately control? 

Last week we heard God’s thunderous voice from out of the whirlwind remind us in no 

uncertain terms that we aren’t God.  Never will be. 

No, God, we weren’t there when you laid the foundations of earth. 

No, God, we cannot bind the chains of the Pleiades or loose the cords of the Orion. 
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No, God, we cannot alter the path of Hurricanes like Patrica or completely move cities 

like Puerto Vallarta from its destructive path in the future. 

We aren’t God.  Never will be. 

As such, Job is confronted with a choice that symbolizes the wider choice we all have in 

the face of the realities of life, itself. 

--Would Job continue to faithfully engage, even in utter honesty, this very God who 

refuses to be pacified or locked in a cage? 

--Would Job continue to follow and serve this God who also refuses to be made into our 

image or to be held hostage by our various agendas? 

Or, as Ellen Davis might ask, would Job keep loving what and who he cannot ultimately 

control? 

This question is especially poignant when thinking of the choice Job and his wife 

needed to make regarding additional children. 

They knew, as well as anyone, the potential cost of such love. 

The graves of their 10 children reminded them of this cost every single minute of 

every single day. 

Looking back at chapter 2, Job couldn’t control the Sabeans from killing and plundering 

his animals; nor could he control the fire from consuming the sheep and servants; nor 

could he control the Chaldeans from raiding camels and killing soldiers; nor could he 

control that great wind that collapsed the very roof of the house that put his very 

children 6 feet under. 

--- 

Are we willing to love what (who) we cannot control? 

Job and his wife ultimately decided to do just this, with God’s help, they allowed their 

lives to be vulnerable enough to love; daring enough to at least get into the arena. 

This isn’t to say that their scars would ever fully heal-- scars never fully do. 

Yet, in face of their past pain, they were still choosing to live. 

--In the strong possibility of new pain, they were still willing to risk.  

--In the unending echo of grief, they were still placing their hope in future opportunities 

to love. 

---- 
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There will always be a temptation to respond to life’s tragedies and difficulties by trying 

to either control or avoid undesired outcomes. 

--After a difficult heartbreak, we close the door to new relationships.  

--After a rejection, we limit further emotional vulnerability. 

--After a bad experience with a church, we simply refuse to go back. 

--After being mocked for asking an embarrassing question in class, we hold back and 

pull in. 

--After God doesn’t seem to answer our specific prayer, we give up on new ones, 

altogether. 

--After fainting in the streets of Puerto Vallarta and breaking our once-good looking 

nose, we stop traveling abroad altogether. 

If we cannot control, we try to avoid. 

If we cannot avoid, we try and at least guard ourselves from further loss, which often 

means less vulnerability and less daring greatly and much less life lived to its 

wholehearted fullness. 

What I appreciate about Brene Brown, herself a Christian, is what I appreciate about 

other Christians, like rough riding Teddy Roosevelt and Stefanie Spielman, and so 

many others who refuse to be captured or defined by the power of death, is this very 

awareness that vulnerability is the only way forward in faith. 

When we let the fear of terrorism paralyze us, we aren’t living. 

When we hide in our basements waiting for the sky to fall; for Putin to push the button; 

for the next bird-flu to strike, we certainly aren’t living, either. 

Nor are we living when we merely limit the extent of our love so as to limit the extent of 

potential loss. 

As such, cocoons of fear are merely chambers of death. 

Jesus Christ has set us free from these chains and chambers of death-- free to live and 

love and extend our wholehearted best to others and for others. 

Christ didn’t die on a cross so that we could simply start the clock for our own death. 

In the gospel of John, Jesus tells us that he came so that we may have life, and to have 

it abundantly. 
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The people ravaged by Hurricanes, like Patrica, don’t need us to be risk-averse-- they 

need our prayers, our generosity, our commitment to return when things are rebuilt-- 

even if there is a risk of being caught in the next great hurricane. 

--There is no such thing as risk-averse, wholehearted living. 

The people in our lives who have yet to experience the gospel of Jesus Christ don’t 

need people too afraid of rejection, they need neighbors who will love them and who are 

also honest about why we care. 

--There is no such thing as public faith without external vulnerability. 

The people in our lives who are stunted by gross injustice don’t need Christians in their 

lives who are too afraid to even step into the arena in the first place. 

They need, we all need, to realize that “daring greatly” is exactly what Christ’s love is all 

about; exactly what our purpose is to be about, as his followers. 

I came so that they might have life, and to have it abundantly. 

Even in the face of hurricanes and holocausts and ash heaps and broken hearts-- 

especially in the face of hurricanes, holocausts, ash heaps and broken hearts. 

By having more children after already burying so many others, Job and his wife choose 

to live and love in their wholehearted best, despite their inability to control every 

moment of every day. 

They choose to get back into the arena of life and to even to dare greatly in their faith. 

Like Stefanie Spielman, instead of simply waiting to die, they choose to get out of the 

wheelchairs and finish the race with God and with one another. 

Teddy would be proud. 

 

Rev. Karsten Voskuil preached at Second Reformed Church on October 25, 2015 

 

credits and further resources 

*“Daring Greatly” Brene Brown (New York: Avery Press, 2012).   

*“Chris Spielman: A Football Life.”  NFL Network.   

*I’m indebted to Kathryn Schifferdecker’s wonderful work on Job 42. Schifferdecker pointed me to Ellen 

Davis’ work on the overall subject.   

*Jesus’ claim to bring abundant life comes from John 10:10. 


